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PAPERS

Influence of saturation levels on transformer equivalent circuit model

Yingying Wang, Xingyu Zhong, Xu Chen1

This paper presents a modelling approach for a transformer with different saturation levels. First, the magnetic field
distributions at different saturation levels in the transformer are analyzed by using numerical simulations. Then, the
characteristics of the leakage magnetic flux are analyzed, and the magnetic circuits with varying leakage reluctance topologies
are modeled. Finally, based on the mature duality relationship between electric and magnetic circuits, the equivalent electric
circuit models are obtained. These kinds of models embody the effect of different saturation levels on the connection points
of the leakage flux branches, and it can fully reflect the various working states of the transformer. The accuracy of the models
is verified by comparing the circuit simulation results with those of FEM transient simulations.
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1 Introduction

The widely used single-phase transformer model is the
STC (star circuit) model [1]. In the STC model, there is
a star point, and each winding is connected through the
star point. The leakage inductance is set between the port
and the star point, and the excitation inductance branch
is connected between the star point and the ground.
The STC model can be easily extended to a single-phase
multi-winding transformer model. The single-phase trans-
former model used in the EMTP software is the STC
model. However, there is a deviation when the model is
used to analyse the nonlinear problem of the transformer.
Dick and Watson experimentally proved that placing the
excitation branch at the star point in the STC model
causes a large deviation, and suggested that the excita-
tion branch should be connected to winding port closest
to the core [2]. When the transformer has three or more
windings, the leakage inductance value in the STC model
is negative. Many scholars previously believed that the
negative inductance in the STC model is the cause of
the numerical oscillations during transient simulation [3].
However, recent studies by F.de León et al have shown
that negative inductance is not the cause of oscillation [4].
For example, Simplorer or PSCAD will not oscillate when
dealing with the circuits with negative inductance. The
essential reason for the oscillation is the connection of the
excitation branch. When the excitation branch is con-
nected to the port close to the core winding, the STC
model will not oscillate. However, the current research
has not theoretically deduced the connection method of
the excitation branch and the leakage inductance branch
when the core is nonlinear.

When there are only two windings, the STC model is
the well-known T model. The leakage inductance of the

transformer in the T model is divided into two parts, and

its equivalent circuit has only one excitation branch [5].
In the π model, there is only one leakage inductance,

which is placed between the two excitation branches. The
T model is suitable for most of the operating conditions

of the transformer, however, as the transformer core is

gradually saturated, the value of the leakage inductance
on both sides of the T model changes [6]. Since the current

flowing through the leakage inductance includes not only
the excitation current but also the reflected current of the

load, it is difficult to define a leakage inductance with the

change of the excitation branch current in the circuit soft-
ware. The leakage inductance in the T model can only be

represented by a constant [7, 8]. Some scholars have stud-
ied the ratio of two leakage sensations and given some

empirical results, but this method of correction cannot

solve the problem fundamentally [9]. The T model can-
not accurately represent the characteristics of the trans-

former under deep saturation. F. de León suggested that
the π model has better accuracy than the T model in the

case of deep saturation [10]. He demonstrated the advan-

tages of the π model through experiments, and the differ-
ence between the inrush currents of the T and π models

calculated can reach 73%.

The placement of the magnetic flux leakage branch in
the transformer equivalent circuit has a great impact on

the accuracy of transient simulation. If the leakage flux is
not properly connected, the simulated inrush current re-

sults of overvoltage problems will have a large error. Many

scholars argue how to connect the leakage inductances
reasonably in the circuit [11–13]. When transformer core

operates at different saturation levels, the distributions of
the leakage flux change. It means that the dumped mag-

netic circuit and the corresponding electrical circuit need
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Table 1. Typical points on the B–H Curve used in this paper

B (T) 0.1 0.6 1.5 1.65 1.75 1.8 1.84 1.88

H (A/m) 4.28 15.9 31.5 50.7 102 183 340 666

B (T) 1.9 1.93 1.95 1.98 2 2.06 2.28 3.28

H (A/m) 920 1567 2336 6300 1.05 × 104 2.2× 104 2× 105 1× 106

Fig. 1. A single-phase two-winding model and its magnetic field distribution

to change with the saturation levels. This paper stud-
ies the magnetic field distributions in the transformer at
different saturation levels, and discusses the changes of
leakage flux paths. Then, several typical magnetic cir-
cuits with various connections of leakage reluctance are
obtained. The electrical circuit models are derived based
on the mature duality principle between magnetic and
electrical circuits [14]. The parameters of electrical cir-
cuits are determined by the nonlinear reluctance. Models
at different saturation levels are verified by comparing
the simulation results of the circuit models with FEM
transient simulations.

2 Magnetic field distributions

at different saturation levels

Magnetic field distributions at different saturation lev-
els are analyzed by using the finite element method
(FEM). A single-phase two-winding transformer is mod-
eled by considering the nonlinearity of the magnetic core.
Multiple sets of excitation voltages are applied to observe
the magnetic field distribution at different saturation lev-
els. Figure 1 shows the 16 MVA (110 kV/10.5 kV–50Hz)
transformer model with a high voltage winding as a pri-
mary coil and a low voltage winding as a secondary coil.
The finite element numerical simulations in this paper
were performed by using ANSYS.

The transformer is designed according to the rated
voltage, and the designed peak value of the rated mag-
netic induction is at the place where the B–H curve
changes from the linear zone to the transition zone (the
B–H curve can be divided into linear zone, transition
zone and saturation zone). When the excitation voltage
is about 1.4 times the rated voltage, the magnetic in-
duction intensity of the iron core changes rapidly in the
transition zone; when the excitation voltage is about 1.6

times the rated voltage, the iron core is gradually satu-
rated, and the magnetic field distribution inside the iron
core increases significantly. So, the magnetic field distri-
bution excited by 1.6 times the rated voltage is selected
to show the distribution of magnetic flux leakage. Fig. 1
shows the magnetic field distribution when applying ap-
proximately 1.6 times the rated voltage at the primary
winding terminal. The core of the transformer has a cer-
tain degree of saturation and the leakage flux in the air
becomes obvious. This means that the leakage flux branch
requires a more detailed analysis at different saturation
levels to ensure that the transformer’s lumped magnetic
circuit model can accurately describe the transformer’s
magnetic field.

The grain-oriented electrical steel named B30P105 is
used in this paper. The B–H curve used in this arti-
cle is unique and does not change with the saturation
level. The magnetization curve used in this article is the
DC magnetization curve given by the iron core manufac-
turer. As the measured magnetizing curve usually cannot
meet the requirements of saturation simulation [15, 16],
it is usually expressed approximately by functions. In
this paper, the magnetizing curves are extended by cubic
functions (Akima interpolation method), and some typ-
ical DC magnetization data and the extended data are
shown in Tab. 1.

In this part, we analyze the variation of the leakage
flux distribution under different excitation states by ob-
serving the leakage flux on the cross section of the trans-
former, as shown in Fig. 2. In order to better observe the
change of the leakage flux, only the magnetic flux in the
core window is shown, and the magnetic flux inside the
core is not shown. Figure 2(a) shows the flux distribu-
tion while the high voltage winding and the low voltage
winding are excited by rated currents. Figure 2(b)–(d)
show the simulation results when the excitation currents
are gradually increasing. The value of flux density at the
center point of the center column, noted by Bc , is used to
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the leakage flux of the window at different saturation levels
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Fig. 3. Magnetic circuit models of four typical saturation levels

characterize the saturation of the core. In Fig. 2(a)–(d),
the values of Bc are equal to 1.64 T, 2.02 T, 2.69 T, and
3.21 T, respectively. The values of the excitation voltage
at each saturation level are 1 pu, 1.4 pu, 1.6 pu, and 2 pu,
respectively.

As Fig. 2 shows, as the core is continuously saturated,
the loop of the leakage flux changes. When the trans-
former operates at the rated state, the leakage flux be-
tween the two windings (A2) is linked with the inner and
the outer winding, respectively. However, as the satura-
tion level deepens, more and more leakage flux lines be-
come to be linked with the outer high voltage winding.
When the value of Bc is increased to 2.69 T and 3.2 T,
the leakage flux between the two windings (D2) is almost
entirely interlinked with the outer winding.

When the transformer operates at the rated state, the
leakage flux (A1) is only linked with the inner winding,
and it is not interlinked with the outer winding. However,
when the core is deeply saturated, some of the leakage flux
begins to be linked with the outer high voltage winding.
Therefore, as the saturation deepens, this part of the flux
no longer belongs to the leakage flux, but the main flux.
Moreover, leakage flux between the high voltage winding
and the side column (D3) cannot be ignored during deep
saturation, as shown in Fig. 2(d).

As the saturation of the core is more severe, the leakage

flux that links with the high voltage winding increases.
For single-phase three-leg transformers of mature design,

the parallel reluctance of the two side columns is usually
smaller than that of the center column. Therefore, the

center column is easier to saturate than the side columns,
and the leakage flux tends to flow through the outer side

column as the excitation current increases. Therefore,

when the core is fully saturated, almost all the leakage
flux is only interlinked with the outer winding.

3 Magnetic and electric circuits

at different saturation levels

The paths of the leakage flux change at different sat-
uration levels. These changes not only affect the value of

the leakage parameters, but also affect their connection
points in the topology. Therefore, when modelling trans-

formers which may work at various saturation levels, it is
recommended to consider the changes of leakage param-

eters.

Magnetic circuit models for four typical saturation lev-

els are established as shown in Fig. 3(a)–(d). Here Fa and
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Fig. 4. Simplified magnetic circuit models based on symmetry
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Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit models at different saturation levels: (a) – S1, (b) – S2, (c) – S3, and (d) – S4

Fb represent the magnetomotive forces of the low volt-
age winding and the high voltage winding, respectively.
Rmi represents the reluctance of the iron cores, Ryi rep-
resent the reluctance of the yokes. Rkab represents the
reluctance between the low voltage winding and the high
voltage winding. Rka represents the reluctance between
the low voltage winding and the center column. Rkb rep-
resents the reluctance between the high voltage winding
and the side column. When the transformer core has a
low flux density, only Rkab is considered, and it is con-
nected between the two segments of the yoke. As the core
is gradually saturated, Rka and Rkb need to be consid-
ered as shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c). When the core is
deeply saturated, the connection points of Rka and Rkb

in the magnetic circuit will change, as shown in Fig. 3(d).

The focus of drawing a magnetic circuit diagram is
the placement of magnetomotive force Fa and Fb in the
magnetic circuit. The principle of placement is to ensure
that the magnetic circuit with Fa and Fb is equivalent to
the magnetic flux circuit in the magnetic field. According

to this principle, the magnetic circuit topology shown in
Fig. 3 can be drawn. Assuming that the internal magnetic
field of the single-phase three-leg transformer is symmet-
rically distributed in the left and right, up and down di-
rections, the magnetic scalar potential of the symmetric
node in the magnetic circuit is the same. Taking the cen-
tral column as a reference, connect the same points with
the same magnetic scalar potential, and then the mag-
netic circuit can be simplified as shown in Fig. 4. Af-
ter simplification, the value of magnetic resistance in the
magnetic circuit is also calculated according to the con-
nection relationship of series or parallel.

Then, according to the dual principle between the
magnetic and electric circuits, the circuit models, noted
by S1, S2, S3, S4, can be obtained as shown in Fig. 5. The
dual principle is a method of converting the flux equation
of the magnetic circuit topology into a node voltage equa-
tion, and then the circuit topology can be conveniently
obtained. The change of the closed path of the leakage
magnetic flux affects the connection point of the leakage
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magnetic resistance in the magnetic circuit. As a result,
the loop flux equations corresponding to the magnetic cir-
cuit will change. Therefore, the node voltage equation ob-
tained by the conversion of the magnetic circuit equation
changes, which is reflected in the change of the connec-
tion node of the magnetic leakage branch in the circuit
topology.

In Fig. 5, RHV and RLV represent the resistance of
the primary and secondary windings. The core loss cor-
responding to each reluctance can be represented by a
variable resistance, whose value may change with the sat-
uration degree. In the final circuit topology, the resistance
that characterizes the core loss can be respectively con-
nected with each part of the core in parallel. Since the
core loss problem is not the focus of the analysis in this
paper, it is represented by a single resistance Rfe and
connected in parallel with Rm1 . The number of leakage
inductances and the junction point of the leakage flux
branch change with the saturation level.

4 Verification of circuit models

The equivalent circuit simulation results are compared
with the FEM analysis to verify the validity of the mod-
els in Fig. 5. Before implementing circuit simulations, the
circuit parameters need to be determined. Usually, the
transformer port test results are used to determine the
equivalent circuit model parameters. This method can de-
termine the parameters of the simple circuit model under
the rated state. As the transformer manufacturer does not
perform the saturation test, the equivalent circuit param-
eters in the saturated state cannot be obtained from the
test parameters. Even if an overvoltage test is performed,
there are theoretical difficulties in using the voltage and
current waveforms measured by the port to determine the
circuit parameters due to nonlinear problems, and the use
of limited port characteristics is not sufficient to deter-
mine so many parameters in a complex circuit topology.

Methodology in [17] is considered for estimating cir-
cuit parameters, which is performed based on the mag-
netic field distribution under different excitations. The
nonlinear inductance is derived by the nonlinear reluc-
tance, which is determined by the flux pass though and
the magnetic energy in them. The energy regions and the
flux integral sections for reluctance are shown in Fig. 1.
The nonlinear reluctance in the magnetic circuit is calcu-
lated by

R =
2W

φ2
=

∫∫∫

V
H ·BdV

(∫∫

S
B · dS

)2
, (1)

where R represents reluctance, W represents the energy
of the magnetic field, φ represents magnetic flux, H rep-
resents magnetic field strength, B represents the mag-
netic flux density. Reference [17] proposed a parameter
determination method for complex equivalent circuit, but
it does not analyze the variation of the circuit topologies
under different saturation levels, and the equivalent cir-
cuit topology it used is not the most reasonable.

Closing simulations are performed to check the perfor-

mance of the transformer models at different saturation

levels. A sinusoidal voltage source with a frequency of

50 Hz is placed on the high voltage side of the equiva-

lent circuit model, and the secondary low voltage side

remains open. No-load closing processes of the trans-

former equivalent circuits under different saturation levels

are simulated, and the saturation levels can be changed

by adjusting the closing phase angle. At the initial mo-

ment of the closing process, excitation with different

closing angles will cause the transformer to enter differ-

ent saturation states. If the excitation voltage is set to

u = Um(sinωt+φ0), when the closing angle φ0 is equal to

90◦ , the transformer will directly enter the steady state

(without considering the remanence), and there will be

no overvoltage; when φ0 is equal to 0◦ , the transformer

will withstand twice the rated voltage at the moment of

closing.

We check the inrush current of several equivalent cir-

cuit models at the closing angles of 30◦ , 70◦ , and 80◦ ,

and compare inrush current results with the FEM simu-

lation results. Then, the accuracies of several topologies

can be analyzed by comparing the peak currents of dif-

ferent saturation levels with the FEM simulation results.

According to the results, as the degree of saturation deep-

ens, the error of the topology at rated time becomes larger

and larger, and it is very important to select a suitable

topology to obtain accurate results.

Figure 6 shows the inrush currents of the four topolo-

gies (S1, S2, S3, S4) under different saturation levels while

the closing phase angles are 80◦, 70◦, and 30◦, respec-

tively. As Fig. 6(a) shows, when the closing phase angle

is 80◦, that is, when the iron core is slightly saturated,

the peak currents of several circuit topologies are approx-

imately the same and are consistent with the FEM sim-

ulation results. As the saturation level deepens, the dif-

ference in peak currents increases. In the state shown in

Fig. 6(b), the current obtained by FEM simulation is sim-

ilar to topology S2 and S3. In the state shown in Fig. 6(c),

the peak currents are significantly different due to deep

saturation of the core, and compared with the FEM re-

sults, the errors of the four topologies are 60%, 51%,

45%, and 1.2%, respectively.

We compare the inrush currents of different topologies

with that simulated by commercial power system simula-

tion software. In the software, the φ–i curve of the single-

phase transformer model is fitted according to the rated

parameters. Since the core loss is not considered in the

FEM simulation, the core loss is also ignored when setting

the transformer in the commercial software. According to

the simulation results shown in Fig. 6(c), the commercial

software has a large error when analysing deep saturation

problem.

Therefore, the influence of the magnetic circuit topol-

ogy on the calculation of the inrush current is more ob-

vious as the saturation level deepens. When building a
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Fig. 6. Inrush currents obtained by circuit simulations, FEM analysis, and commercial circuit simulation software when the closing phase
angles are: (a) – 80◦, (b) – 70◦, (c) – 30◦

transformer model, it is recommended to select the ap-
propriate model based on the estimated operating state
of the transformer.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, the influence of core saturation on the
closed path of the leakage magnetic field is analyzed. As
the saturation of the core deepens, more and more leak-
age flux flow through the side columns to close, and these
leakage fluxes are linked to the high voltage windings.
This is because the center column is more saturated than
the side column, and it also reflects the influence of the
transformer structure size on the magnetic field distribu-
tion and the magnetic circuit topology. By considering the
changes of the connection points of leakage flux branches,
several typical magnetic circuits and circuit topologies at
different saturation levels are given.

Closing process at different saturation levels are simu-
lated, and as the saturation level deepens, the differences
between simulated currents obtained based on different
topologies increase significantly. Taking the simulation
with 30◦closing angle as an example, the difference be-
tween the peak currents obtained by the topology S1 and
the finite element calculation is up to 60%, and that ob-
tained by the topology S4 is 1.2%. When implementing
transient problem simulation, it is recommended to esti-
mate the level of overvoltage and select a topology that
is as simple as possible but meets the accuracy require-
ments.
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